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Ethical Myopia: The Case of "Framing" 
by Framing 

INTRODUCTION 

AlAN E. SINGER • STEVEN LYSONSKl 

MING SINGER e DAVID HAYES 

Substantial recent research in management and marketing science has 
~xplor~d the practical implications of' systematic patteITls of bias and heuris
tlc-~se tn human decision-making. Researchers have proposed several appli
catIons of the emergent cognitive models in administrative and marketing 
contexts. These applications have included: 

• Using particular heuristics to influence subordinates' commitment to a pro
posal (Schwenk, 1986) 

• Attempting to influence customers (Le., consumers and corporate buyers) by 
appealing to framing-effects, reference-prices and other biases (Thaler, 1985; 
Puto, 1987; Urbany et al.~ 1988) 

• ~10delling aggregate-level equilibrium market processes (Russell and Thaler, 
1985; Kahneman, et al., 1986) 

• Explaining investors' preferences for cash dividends over capital gains. with 
implications for di"idend policy (Sheffrin and Statman, 1984) 

• Vie"ving negotiations as strategic interactions between faulty cognitive systems, 
with implications for bargaining tactics (Neale and Bazerman, 1985) 

• Using framing effects to influence sequential investment decision-making 
processes (\Vhyte, 1986). 

With only one exception. all of these applications of cognitive models have 
been proposed and investigated without any reference to the ethical issues 
involved, such as utilitarian justification, fairness, deception, or exploitation. 
The only recorded exception to this surprizing ethical myopia is Schwenk's 
(1986) observation that where senior management use techniques of per
suasion based on subordinates' cognitive heuristic-use, like vivid but unrep
resentative anecdotes, the practice possibly infringes the subordinates' rights. 

Ethical ITIyopia is particularly evident in SOIne of the associated recent 
developments in marketing science. Recently, some sophisticated marketing 
techniques based on cognitive models have been described and implicitly 
advocated. \\ithout any reference to ethics, nor social responsibility. These 
new model-based techniques appeal to the imperfect but often systematic 
decision-making processes of indi\idual buyers or consumers. In the under
lying ll1odels. particularly Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) 
and Transaction Utility Theory (Thaler. 1985) the concepts of me~~1 ac
counting, framing and transaction-utilities are employe~. In th~ preh:nmary 
section of this paper, therefore. these concepts are descnbed bnefly wl~h r<:f
erence to examples of the associated marketing techniques. Some ethlcaJ 1S

sues surrounding proposed applications to marketing are then explored. 

From Journal of Business Ethie-r 10:29-36, 1991. Copyright by KIuwer Academic Publishers. 
Reprinted l-\;th kind pennission of Kluwer Academic Publisher!'-. 
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These ethical explorations are structured around three themes. First, 
the utilitarian justification for using the model-based techniques is consid
ered. Given the original context in which the techniques were proposed, a 
plausible utilitarian justification could exist. However, in many other mar
keting contexts, where use of the same techniques could also increase the 
seller's profits, it is much more difficult to justify their use with reference 
to consequential costs and benefits. The second theme examined concerns 
the more general marketing practice of encouraging customers to hold false 
beliefs, or to Illake inappropriate inferences, when making purchasing de
cisions. Objections to that type of Illarketing practice then apply a forteriori 
to some of the proposed special applications of Prospect Theory (PT) and 
Transaction Utility Theory (TUT). Finally, there is a discussion of the claim 
that the new techniques and tactics are purely scientific and therefore 
value-free. 

Mental Accounting. Framing and Utility 

This section describes very briefly some of the new concepts employed 
In the marketing models. 

Mental Accounting 

The concept of a "mental account," as it is now used in conSUlller be
ha'\ior theory, originated from Tversky and Kahneman's (1981) "Theatre 
Ticket" experiment. In that experilllent, subjects were asked: 

Imagine that you have decided to see a play where admission is $10 per ticket. 
As you enter the theatre you discover that you have lost the $10 bilL Would you 
still pay $10 to see the play? 

Responses obtained were "Yes," 88%; "No," 12%. Another group of subjects 
were then asked: 

hnagine that you have decided to see a play and paid the admission price of $10 
pc. ticket. As you enter the theatre you discover that you have lost the ticket. 
The seat was not marked and the ticket cannot be recovered. \Vould you pay 
$10 for another ticket? 

Responses obtained were "Yes," 46%; "No," 54%. Others have reported sim
ilar data in replications (e.g., Singer et al., 1986). The contrasting responses 
obtained to the two versions of the "Theatre Ticket" problem clearly 
demonstrate the effect of minor details or context on individual's prefer
ence and choice. The findings cannot be explained in terms of wealth-re
lated outcomes alone, as in traditional economic models of rational 
individual choice. Instead, Tversky and Kahneman suggested that the dif
ferences could be explained in terms of mental or cognitive processes, 
specifically by assuming that "going to the theatre" is normally vie,,,'ed as a 
transaction, in which the cost of the ticket is exchanged for the experience 
of seeing the play. Loss of the ticket would then mean debiting a "topical 
mental account" set up for the particular topic of play-going; whilst loss of 
the cash would not. According to this theory, the mental framing of the 
probleIll, or the structuring of these hypothetical mental accounts affects 
the purchasing decision. 
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.. In the light of these and similar concepts, like framing and transaction
utIlIty, marketing scientists have been exploring ways of influencing the 
s~ct~re of customers' hypothetical mental accounts, for a given transac
tIon, In order to influence behavior and increase the seller's profits (e.g., 
Puto, 1987; Urbany, 1988). 

Framing 

, The particular concept of "Framing" also refers to the form of presen
tatIon of "risky" economic objects-of-choice, like gambles. In Kahneman and 
Tversky .(1979), independent groups of subjects were offered the following 
two eqUIvalent risky choices: 

1. (Imagine that ... ) in addition to whatever you own you have been given 
$1000, You are now asked to choose between: "A 50-50 chance of $100 or 
$500 with certainty." 

2, (Imagine that , .. ) in addition to whatever you own, you have been given 
$2000. You are now asked to choose between: "A 50-50 chance of a loss of 
$1000 or a certain loss of $500." 

F?r the first question, a clear majority chose the certain $500 altemativ~; ?ut 
WIth ~~e second question, a clear majority chose the risky ga~ble. Thl~ IS a 
SurpnSlng result because the objects-of-choice in the tlVO veTSlons are Iden
tical in terms of the wealth-related outcomes and the stated probabilities. 
This finding. often replicated, confirms that preferences are very mu.ch in
~u~nced by the presentation of a "deal" involving risk, .ra~her than Its ob
JectIve econolllic substance. These findings, and many SImIlar ones, are ~Il 
accommodated and explained by the detailed decision models proposed I? 
Prospect Theory and Transaction Utility Theory. These new models ~re ":an -
an~ of. the subjective expected utility (SEU) model used to. explaIn nsk?' 
C.holce In economic theory~ but they also include repre~entatIOns of cogm -
tIve processes, like the psychological editing of informatIon. 

Transaction Utility 
The basic SEU model of consumer choice simply involves as:igning 

quantitative utilities to the possible outcomes of decision, then taku:g ex-
P . f h t·t't· es Accordmg (0 ectatlons, or probability-weighted averages, 0 t ese u 1 I 1 :. be 
this model the alternative with the highest expected utIlIty sho:,~~. 
chosen. Th~ basic model is viewed usually as a prescriptive model, pe. l~g 
the rational choice alternative" but it may also be viewed as .a. descnp,t1\e 
m d 1 ' d'fi d h gh emplocal testmg. 
Su~ e , capable ~f be~ng falsifie? and mOhl e

p 
dt. ~?,~ pOUJer of the model 

sequent rnodlficatlons that Improve t e re lC l't • k' 
then become useful as a base from which to develop practlca] mar ettng 
techniques 1 . . SEU model are pure y 

~fost variants and modifications of the basIc. bo t internal 
mathematical extensions making no assumptions \vh.ateve, r a u pro"'pe·c~ t 

. . .• . 1989 ) I- owever, '" 
mental or cognItIve processes (e.g., Schoenlaker, . d' arture from these 
Theory and Transaction Utility Theory are a ~dICal. ep,'. othesized men
black-box models and tOlvards cognitive models lflvoh,ng l}P d. 'of the 
tal h' " "b k the sacred boun aT) . mec anlsrns. They may be saId to rea d' nsumer-choice. In· 
SkIn" . . . 1 ' d pre lCt co • In stn"'1ng to accurately exp aln an . . 

g;4i 21 ,LSi! 
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the new Illodels. cognitive or Illental processes such as the detection and edit
ing of information are represented. In addi~on. paraIlleters ?f TUT include 
subjective Illental constructs, such as a percelved reference-pnce, rather than 
objective prices (a distinction that has ethical iIllplications to be explored 
later). Several specific empirical findings about behaviour may then be ex
plained. For example, in addition to the robust results already described, 
the new models also accurately predict that: 

• Most people, as consumers, would prefer "segregated gains" over combined 
gains of equivalent econolllic value (e.g., most people believe that a person 
would be "happier" to win $50 plus $25 in separate lotteries, rather than $75 
in one; Thaler, 1985, p. 203) . 

• If a given dollar payment can be framed in the lllind of a buyer (customer) 
as a reduction in a large gain (rather than an absolute loss) then the "'dis
pleasure" or loss-of-value associated with that payment will be small. This is de
duced from the shape of the value function in the theories (Figure 1). 

Marketing scientists have been quick to recognize the practical impli
cations of such findings. Three exalllpies are given here: First, the per
ceived value of a product could be increased by separately identifying the 
desirable features or attributes (reflecting the first finding above). Next. 
Thaler (1985. p. 209) has suggested that sellers might use "tie-ins" to in
crease their total sales, because the extra payment made for the minor 
item would be fraIned as only a small value-loss, because of the concave 
shape of the value function in the model. Finally. Puto (1987) has pro
posed that customers could be lured to a retail outlet through (sold-out or 
apparent) bargain offers so that a decision to buy nothing would be 
framed as a "loss" (a topical mental account with a debit balance) and 
then, according to the new theories, risky purchases would become more 
attractive to the customer. l 

Market-Clearing and Marketing Tactics 

Although the new models were deduced froIn micro-level behavioral 
data, they have also subsequen tly been used to predict or explain SOIne ag
gregate level market phenomena (e.g., Thaler, 1985; Russell and Thaler. 

FIGURE L A hypothetical "-alue function. Source: Kahnernan and Tversky (1979). 

VALUE 

LOSSES ------f'o------ GAINS 
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1985; ~~neman et al., 1986). The TVT Illodel has enabled a specification 
of. conditlons under which consumer markets will fail to clear (i.e., where 
pn~es are such that supply and demand do not balance). Thaler (1985) ex
~lained. the non-clearance of some llIarkets, like the market for "superbowl" 
tickets In the U.S. (where demand is very high but official prices are only 
~oderate) by pointing to the large negative transaction-utility associated 
WIth the very high price needed to clear the market. "Transaction utility" 
represents the idea that people often attach utility to a deal per se, that is in
dependent of the econolllic value of the goods actually acquired. According 
to. the theory, transaction utility is a function of the perceived reference 
pnce, which in turn depends on several factors, including the perceived fair
ness of a deal. 

. Therefore, according to TVT, marketing techniques aimed at manipu
latIng the perceived reference price could facilitate the market-clearing 
process. That is, if the perceived reference price can somehow be raised, 
then people would be willing to pay the higher actual clearing price, with
out any loss of goodwill resulting from a "'bad deal." Thaler (1985) offers 
the following examples of how, according to the theory, actual prices might 
be raised without reducing demand: 

• raising the perceived reference price (for example, by discounting from an adver
tised retail price, a practice known as "double pricing;" although there may 
be legal constraints), 

• increasing the perceived costs incurred by the seller (as in the creation of an ex
pensive image for the sener), 

• obscuring the reference price (for example by changing the fonnat of the 
product), 

• using minimumpurchases or tie-ins (Le., "integrate" the buyer's payments. to re-
duce the buyer's perceived value-loss from the total payment). 

Thaler suggested that, for the purpose of applying the theory in this way, 
the ll1etaphor of the consumer or buyer as a "pleasure-machine"' is appro
priate. Therefore the ethical case for or against the use of these and similar 
techniques rests partly on an acceptance of the pleasure-machine metaphor. 
The ethical issue surrounding the applications of these models ar~ n~)\'" ex
plored, using three themes (i) utilitarian justification (ii) exploitatIOn of 
cognitive habits, and (iii) scientific status. 

(i) Utilitarian Justification 
It seems reasonable to asSl.une that facilitating the market clearing 

process by using these techniques would make a positiv~ overall contribution 
to economic welfare. For example. balancing supply With demand through 
the price mechanism prevents the creation of "black markets;' or other tnore 
arbitrary allocations of resources. So, there aT; at J~ast .some con~e~ts 'where 
use of the model-based tactics might be etlllcaHy Justified. HO\~e,er. these 
selling and marketing techniques <:an ~e a~pli~d also to ? n;de range of mar-
keting situations. where the same JustIficatlO.n IS not ~"~tIable." " 

Thaler (1985) suggested the above tactICS to facIhtate ~arket deanng. 
However. subsequent related research in consumer-beha.~'1~r (e.g:, Puto, 
1987; Urbany et al.I 1988) has not been restricted to the ongmaHy dIscussed 
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case of non-clearing markets. In fact, the same techniques for raising prices 
or profits might be employed by marketers in many different contexts. This 
includes cases where markets fail to clear because prices are already too high 
(so that raising reference prices further would artificially restrict the goods 
to an even wealthier minority) or in cases where the seller has effective mar
ket power over the supply of a good, including even basic goods like water, 
electrici ty, telecomIll unications, etc. 

Marketers who are motivated purely to increase sales or profit in the 
short tenn have no pragmatic reason, relating to the nature of the rnar
ket or the goods. to resist using these tactics for raising prices. Frolll a 
Illarketer's perspective, these techniques can be used to increase profits 
for ahnost any given product or service. In the case of electricity. for ex
ample, the technique of shifting the reference price has been widely used 
in practice (by shortening the hilling cycle). However, the utilitarian eth
ical argument is far less plausible in cases like electricity supply, than in 
cases like superbowl tickets. For basic goods, it is the lack of actual (rather 
than perceived) ability of some consumer to pay for something they des
perately need, that should be evaluated ethically (cf., Goldman, 1980). In 
essence, marketing tactics shaped around the new lTlodels may well in
duce a higher perceived reference price for, say, electricity, but this per
ception adds nothing to the less-wealthy custorner's real ability to pay for 
the goods. 

According to theories like TUT. the seller can increase the "value of buy
ing a good" either by increasing the transaction-utility (by. for example, 
altering the reference price) or by increasing "acquisition utility," by re
framing the objects of choice. As ethical justification. it could be argued that 
reframing a "deal." or encouraging the setting up of a particular system of 
mental accounts. can actually make the customer feel better, or create hap
piness. This argument. however, is seriously flawed. First, the psychological 
phenoITlenon that "we value events under the descriptions we put on them" 
(cf., Schick 1987) does not automatically grant others a moral license to de
scribe events for us. in clever pursuit of their own self-interest and at our 
possible economic cost! (This practice could even be described as "Framing 
by fraIning.") Second, precisely the same argument could license the use of 
any dC'vice, including outright lies, that deceptively increases perceived 
"value" for the buyer at the time of purchase. 

A final obstacle to any attempted utilitarian ethical justification for 
these tactics. concerns the interpretations of "value" and "utility" in the new 
models. The concept of "utility" in traditional SEU models arises from the 
need to satisfy particular abstract axioms. or postulates of "rationality" 
(such as transithity of preferences). In contrast, the "Value-Function" of PT 
and the "Acquisition-Utility" of TUT~ which operate after mental editing 
processes, can only be interpreted as measures of internal psychological 
states (Le., using the pleasure-machine metaphor). Thus. when used in 
these new models, the meaning of "utility" has changed and now represents 
something like an internal-state parameter for the individual. This concept 
of utility in the "pleasure machine" metaphor contrasts markedly "rith the 
idea of measurable overall costs and benefit in ethical utilitarianism. 
Historically. ethical theory has considered these costs and benefits to be de-
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~ned in terms of concepts like "happiness," "fulfillment" "human-poten-
tIal" d "fi . . , 

. an even nendshIp." Therefore all of these conceptions of utility in 

h
ethics .are very remote from the new behavioral models and the data that 

as dnven them. 

(ii) Strategically Exploiting Cognitive Habits 

~ second basic theme in the ethical appraisal concerns the more gen
eral Idea of exploiting another person's reasoning and cognitive habits. 
!n order to structure the discussion of this theme. the buyer or consumer 
IS. ~onsidered here as a cognitive system having beliefs, goals and a capa
~Illty of making inferences. Accordingly, attempts at influence or decep
tIon could be directed at (i) the buyer'S beliefs and perceptions, or (ii) 
~he ?uyer's use of general rules and cognitive heuristics. The relevant eth
Ical ls:ues and arguments then apply a forteriori to the use of the pleasure
machIne metaphor in the marketplace, since the new marketing tactics 
are a special case of manipulating others' perceptions and cognitive 
mechanisms. 

Buyer's Beliefs and perceptions 

. First, a seller can focus on the buyer's beliefs. For example, a product 
mIght be falsely advertised or labelled (e.g., "'waterproof" , .. -atches). Such 
false claims are obviously unethical and normally illegal. Gardner (1975) de
scribed them as "unconscionable lies." let ethically there may be little dif
ference betw"een decei"ing someone with natural-language statements and 
deceiving them by creating an expensive "image" for a cheap product, in 
order to increase the perceived reference price, as suggested by the TUT 
model. 

A related marketing tactic is where the seller conceals those fact.s abo~lt 
the product that could adversely affect the purchase decision. Such -nondiS
closure" tactics often concern a product's operating characteristics (such a'5 
the high power-consumption of some cheap appliances). In makin!? a pur
chase decision, the customer lllight completely overlook the non-dlsdosed 
product attribute; or alternatively might make inappropriate inferences 
about those characteristics. from the information that is readily available. 
There are many reported examples of this fonn of deception: 

• Claiming (truthfully) that a brand of washing pO~"'der "'contains. blue crys
tals,... inviting the false inference that crystals Improve cleanmg power 
(Gardner, 1975). 

• Pricing with a quantity surrharge, ""'hich expl?if;S the (o!len app~opriafe) heu."~ 
tic "If the pack is larger then price-per-umt u lower (e.g .• :-.:a .... on and Ddla 
Bitta, 1983; Zotos, 1989). 

• l\larketing cheap brands of dishwashing liquids that are actually the mO'itex~ 
pensive in terms of price-per-dish-wa<;hed. "Some consumer> confuse the m~r}
ping from price-per-bottle to price-per-dish-\\.-ashed" (Russell and Thaler. 
1985) . 

• Using nutritional labels on food produ~ts. to. create a (fabe) impTc!\csion that 
the product can pro,,;de protection agamst dL5eases such a.~ cancer. 
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It is difficult to justify these particular non-disclosure tactics, ethically. They 
fail to Illeet conventional ethical criteria such as universalizability, fairness, 
etc. Moreover, even their legality has been debated in the U.S., with a view 
to making "affirmative disclosure" mandatory (cf., Buccholz, 1982). Yet these 
marketing tactics are also quite similar in spirit to those associated with the 
TUT model. Non-disclosure tactics, like some of the above tactics for raising 
prices, all involve "encouraging inappropriate inferences:' For example, de
liberately obscuring the reference price is basically silllilar in spirit to using 
a quantity surcharge. Thus the ethical objections apply with roughly similar 
force to both types of tactic. 

Buyer's cognitive Heuristics 
There is a close parallel between deliberately encouraging a buyer or 

consumer to misuse common choice-heuristics and the new practice of tar
geting particular cognitive heuristics. Cognitive heuristics are hypothesized 
mental processes (procedures or mechanisms) that underlie quantitative 
judgments that in turn might affect buyer's preferences. Given the large and 
growing literature on behavioral decision theory and its applications. the ab
sence of previous discussion of the ethical issues involved in exploiting cog
nitive heuristics seems particularly surprizing. 

The Availability Heuristic (Tversky and Kahneman. 1973) provides a 
clear illustration of these issues. This heuristic links the judged proba
bility of an event to the ease of imagining that event. Marketers can ex
ploit this cognitive heuristic to increase sales. For example, sales of 
earthquake insurance may be increased by furnishing vivid images of 
earthquakes. These messages, known as "fear-appeals," arouse anxiety; 
but they also act psychologically to make the event seem more likely than 
it actually is. The technique is not always completely unethical; since it 
could be used in the real interests of the customers and society. such as 
promoting the use of safety belts. However, there are several reasons why 
the indiscriminate and systematic targeting of such cognitive heuristics 
lTIay be unethical. 

First, Hamlin (1986) has noted that heuristic-use by the individual 
might be viewed as a "cognitive precornmiunent"; that is, the decision-maker 
has bound himself, like legendary Ulysses to his ship's mast, in order to save 
cognitive resources in the future. This means that targeting heuristic-use can 
be likened to "mugging" someone whose hands are tied. as compared with 
someone who is free to fight back. Second, cognitive errors do not arise 
from heuristic use per se but from a failure to realize that their use might be 
inappropriate in a particular context. Deliberate targeting of the misappli
cation of useful heuristics exploits that precise point of buyers' vulnerabil
ity, in a way that could be considered as predatory. 

Finally. buyers who realize that their cognitive and choice heuristics are 
being systematically manipulated. might feel some resentment. They would 
be in a very similar position to informed victims of subliminal advertising 
(e.g .• Crisp 1987) \\those perceptual processes have been systematically tar
geted by marketers. Indeed, many of the ethical objections that have been 
voiced in connection ,vith the commercial use of subliminal messages (ma
nipulative. denial of autonomy, etc.) could also be directed to the targeting 
of cognitive heuristics. Although subliminal advertising is no longer prac-
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ti d ' , ,ce , It certaInly provoked controversy and moral outrage when originally 
mtr~duced on an experimental basis. It was widely condemned as being de
ceptlv~ and unethical. It is also now illegal. Yet these ethical obiections to 
targetIng " h .. :J " cognI~lve e?nstlcs also apply to the targeting of the metaphorical 
pleasu.re machIne" WIth tactics like "obscuring the reference price", These 

marketIng tactics deliberately target the buyers' frames (or percepts) and 
mental accounts (or heuristics). 

(iii) Scientific Status as a Justification 
The third and final overall theme in this ethical evaluation concerns 

the. status of Prospect Theory and Transaction Utility Theory within a sci
entIfic psychology of the individual. These modified SEU models seem to 
have all the appearance of normative or prescriptive decision models; but 
a~ some point in their development, prescription has given way to predic
ttOn as the "sole purpose" (Thaler, 1985). If the latter interpretation is ac
cepted, it is then necessary to consider the overall social consequences of 
~hese behavioral predictions being made and used as a basis for market
Ing techniques. 

First, in strategic contexts, such as interactions between buyers and 
sellers. the assumptions made by each party about the other's capabilities 
and preferences tend, over time. to exert a mutual influence on the ac
t~al behavior of both parties. If buyers are manipulated, they are more 
lIkely to respond with manipulative behavior of their own. Moreover, 
there seems to be a widespread tendency to underestimate the strength 
of such in teractive effects in strategic contexts (e.g., Axelrod. 1984). 
Therefore, when marketing practitioners treat custoID:rs a~ t~10ugh they 
~vere ITlerely confused and predictable automata, by usmg tIe-Ins, obscu:
lng the reference price, or by IDanipulating perceptions of the seller s 
cost. they could be actively contributing to degradation of the overall mar
ket environIllent. 

Secondly, if marketers are going to view these models simply as a basis 
for purely scientific prediction, then "Science" itself"lill once more have ~ 
Come a mere tool or instrument for exerting control over others. There IS 

a sense in which this attitude towards scientific developments could be com
pared to the application of nuclear physics to delibe~tely gai? mas.tery 0; 
dominance over others. 'Vith the new marketing techntques, sClenc~ l~ one 
again in some danger of being subverted, in the name of commercl~hsm or 
profit into a tool for exercising controL At the ,'ery least, therefore. It would , . I" h t they 
be wrong to seek to justif}r the use of these techmques by c aImtng t a , 
are "scientific and hence value-free." 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
• . a1 I' d appraisal of marketing 

In accordance with thIS ethIC eva uaUon an t1 . 
techniques based on cognitive models, it is now reconlmended Jat. 

" . ld nsider extending the concept of 
• LegIslators 1n consumer-protection s.hOu cOd d cognith-e models and 

"deceptive practice" to j~clude tacU~s s'!l~pe h ar~u~l to promote overinsur
heuristics, like (a) targeung the avadabl lty euns C 
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ance, (b) "obscuring the reference price In markets where prices and prof
itability are already high, or (c) using unavailable loss-leaders to induce risky 
purchasing behavior in stores, etc. 

• Teachers of marketing should emphasize the possible social consequences of 
indiscriminate application of the associated marketing techniques. They 
should not present the tactics as objectively scientific and value-free. 

• Marketing experts could consider the possible benefits from consumer edu
cation programmes warning of these tactics [directly echoing Schwenk's 
(1986) suggestion that managers might defend themselves against ITlanipu
lation] . 

• Researchers in consumer behavior could help to characterize those situations 
(if any) where the use of the above tactics can be broadly justified on social 
or econolllic grounds. 

Finally, it is recoffilTIended that anyone who deliberately uses any device or 
technique that exploits the systematic but faulty cognitions of others, for 
their O'Vll advantage, should also consider the various distinctive ethical 
issues that have been outlined in this article. 

Note 

1. This argument invokes the PT value-function, noting the h)pothesized risk-seeking ten
dency in the domain of perceived losses, indicated by the shape of the function (Figure 1). 
Similar arguments are found in \'w'hyte, 1986. 
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